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FLUORESCENT

FLUORESCENT HEAVY-DUTY

Fluorescent hand lamps are cool running by design so you don’t have to worry about having your
light close by in tight spaces.  Our lines of fluorescent lights are built tough for your tough jobs.

The LumenexTM series of fluorescent work lights use a tubular polycarbonate design to ensure
maximum durability.  The housings are completely shatter-proof for safety in the toughest
environments.  Durable rubber end caps absorb shock if the light is dropped and work to keep
moisture and dust out of the light chamber.  Lightweight, rugged design, and rough-service
lamps ensure a long service life.  LumenexTM lights include a full-length reflector, totally enclosed
switch, hanging hook, and yellow 18/2 SJTOW cord.

Any of our LumenexTM lights can be made vapour proof.  Our exclusive ‘vapour-proof’ versions 
prevent water vapours from entering the light chamber.  Just add -V to the part number.

LE1300/1400 SERIES LUMENEXTM WORK LIGHTS

Our 1300 and 1400 series lights are both 13W lights that give off 900 lumens of light.  The 1300 series
have the ballast inline on the cord, which makes the light head lighter and more manoeuvrable.
The 1400 series have the ballast in the handle of the light itself, which eliminates the need for the
in-line ballast.

APPROVAL:  cULus Certified

LE1300 LIGHTS

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  11”L x 2”diameter

LE1325          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.7 lbs

LE1350          with 50’ cord and plug, 3.8 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PL13/CWRS

LE1400 LIGHTS

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS:  12”L x 2”diameter

LE1425          with 25’ cord and plug, 2.5 lbs

LE1450          with 50’ cord and plug, 3.7 lbs

REPLACEMENT BULB:  P/N PL13/CWRS

SEE PAGE 16 FOR DETA
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